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·rollary: Let a,b, p7& where

p is prime.

Ifplab, then pla or p(b.
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roof:Suppose plab
where p

is prime

Since p is prime we know
its



only positive divisors are

1 and p.

Thus,
gcd(p,a)

=1 or gcd(p,a) =p.

use1:Suppose gcd(p,2)
=1.

We know gcd(p,al=1 and plab.

Thus from Monday's theorem

We know plb.

me2:Suppose gcd(p,a)
=p.

Then, plan

So, in either case pla or plb.
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One area ofnumber theory

is called the study of
These

↑
hantine equations.

/

are polynomials in one

More variables whose

crefficients are integers.

apesofDivochantinpetationsequation

578x +153y
=17 * 2 unknowns

2 Pythagorean&equation
3#y-z-



X
=

ny =1 * Ferment

equation

n >1 and n can solve

is square
free

using( ( &continued-#5y=1fractions

3 Fermat's
X" +y" =z",n),
y3+y3 =z3 ⑩
X" +y" =z4
&

:
:

&

Fermatclaimed these equations

have no non-trivial solutions

(ie where you don'tsetone of



them tobe 0.

Formatwrotein one of his

books he had a proof butit

can'tfitin the margin.

Itwas proven in 1999 by

Andrew Wiles.
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For Diophantine equations

you want"integer
solutions!

Thatis, solutions where the

variables are integers.

Questions:Are there any integer
-

solutions?If there are

how many are there?

Is there a formula

for the integer solutions?



&corem.Leta,b,c7 with

a, b are notboth
zero.

Led
=gcd(a,b).

①ax+ by = c has integer
solutions

ifand only if d/c. * has integer
solutions

② Ifax +by =c has
meansCinteger solutions

and
7x,y72

(xo, 30) is an
integer where

solution thatis, axotby.=
ax +by =c

then the formula

X =Xo - A(z)
y
=y. +t()

gives all the integer solutions

where toranges over all integers.



③ So either axtby =a has

no solutions or infinitely many.

--->

E:Consider

21x +33y
=5 · by =

c

Does this equation
have %

integer
solutions?⑨d =gcd(a,b)

=g(d(21,33) =3

3457
N 0 integer solutions by theorem
-
->
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Doesn'tcounti

21(5) +33(0)
=5

mo

notan

integer

HerdEX:
-

x+1533 =17
d =gcd(578,153)

=17

17/17VZ
So the theorem says

there

are integer solutions.



We found one on Monday

itwas X.
=4, y.=

- 15.

The theorem says
that

solutions are ofthe form

X =Xo
- A(t)

=4 -1) 112) =4 -9t

y =y0 +1(1)
=

- 15 +A(70) = - 15 +34t
a =578,b =193,d =1][ax +by =c
Some particular
solutions

are ]



A | x =4 -97/y =
- 15 +34A

H 5
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ax +by =c

=...TEC.-SF3E:
F =1

(x.zzzy

A = - 1
xoszzz

e

(x0+y,y.-46]
- -·fine


